One
Everlasting Extermination
wain Glyn Dŵr’s revolt began within a year of Henry IV’s accession but the
usurpation was not the direct cause of the insurrection: even though it had
shared an uncomfortable peace with England for over a century, Wales was
already ripe for revolt. The smouldering resentment at English rule in Wales had
long been fanned by English insensitivity to Welsh traditions, rights and aspirations.
Richard had enjoyed support from significant quarters in Wales and to many Welsh
his summary removal had threatened the stability of the social hierarchy upon which
their lives were reliant; his death had shaken it to its core. Seeing half of the lands
in Wales held by Henry as Duke of Lancaster or by his son as Prince of Wales may
also have greatly unsettled the Welsh. The changes recently wrought to the structure
of English power in Wales, not just by the usurpation, must have sown discontent
widely amongst the Welsh squirearchy but an outright revolt required a sufficient
number of the most powerful of them to be persuaded of its success, for the costs of
failure would be high. The turmoil created in England by Richard’s deposition may
have afforded the circumstances for just such persuasion.
Any attempt to identify and to understand the complex causes of the revolt needs
to consider Wales’s position in relation to English rule at the end of the fourteenth
century. For this, one needs to look back to the origins of the Anglo–Norman domination of Wales. By the time of the Norman Conquest of England in 1066, Welsh
princes had already sworn fealty and paid homage to a succession of Anglo–Saxon
kings. English Kings since Athelstan in the late ninth century had claimed the allegiance of Welsh rulers.1 Nevertheless, this allegiance was difficult to maintain, for
Wales was a patchwork of territories and affiliations of differing degrees of cohesion
that lasted for various lengths of time. In 1066, the Welsh had been weakened by
the recent death of their strongest leader to date. From 1055 until his death almost
eight years later, the powerful Gruffudd ap Llywelyn of Gwynedd had managed a
rare feat: he had unified Wales. His murder at the hands of his own followers caused
turmoil amongst the Welsh just when they could least afford it. The Normans soon
took advantage of the disarray to seize large areas of what had previously been Welsh
land. Most notably, they heavily colonized Gwent in the south-east, especially around
the Usk; and some areas of Gwynedd in the north-east and Powys in mid-Wales were
also taken by Norman lords. By the time William the Conqueror died in 1087, the
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The map opposite represents the cantrefs (cantrefi) and commotes (cymydau) into which Wales had been
divided more or less since ancient times. The borders are approximate: Anglo–Norman invasions and
native imperatives caused them to be revised frequently over time so no single map can represent them
all wholly and accurately; a good discourse on this point is given in Davies, R R (1987), pp. 20–23. The
map is mostly compiled from those in: Rees (1959); Richards; and Lloyd (1948).
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